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ABSTRACT: On January 20, 2003 guided skiers and snowboarders with the Selkirk Mountain Experience (SME) Company climbed a 310 meter long, 36°-37° avalanche slope on Tumbledown Mountain in the Durrand Glacier area in the Northern Selkirks of British Columbia. In switch back fashion two groups of 10 and 11 each followed one after the other. The individuals within each group were told to space themselves approximately five feet apart. As several members of the lead group reached a convex roll at the top of the slope, a large avalanche released catching thirteen people below. Seven were killed. This paper presents the significant terrain, snowpack, weather, and human factor data that contributed to this tragic avalanche event.
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1. INTRODUCTION

On January 20, 2003, seven ski tourers, under the leadership of Reudi Beglinger, a Swiss-trained mountain guide and member of the Association of Canadian Mountain Guides (ACMG) and the Canadian Avalanche Association (CAA), died when they were buried by an avalanche in the Durrand Glacier area, 35 km north northeast of Revelstoke, B.C., Canada (Figure 1). The victims were part of a group of 21 skiers that had departed that morning from the Durrand Chalet, a remote, helicopter-accessed mountain lodge located at the headwaters of Cairns Creek, on the west side of the Selkirk Mountains, and owned by Ruedi Beglinger’s company, Selkirk Mountain Experience.

The La Traviata couloir, where the fatal avalanche occurred, is a 310 meter long, shallow, steep, wind-loaded gully with a 37° starting zone.

For weeks prior to the avalanche, warnings of the presence of a widespread, persistent weak layer of faceted crystals in the winter snowpack and an overlying snow slab that could produce large avalanches, were being widely reported in public bulletins issued by the Canadian Avalanche Association and the Avalanche Control Section of Parks Canada at Rogers Pass. The Canadian Avalanche Association’s private data exchange system (Infoex) was also warning of the hazard.

2. CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS

2.1 The Ascent Route

At about 8:00 am on January 20, 2003, two groups of skiers (12 led by SME owner, Ruedi Beglinger, and a second group of 7 skiers led by assistant guide Ken Wylie), left the Durrand Chalet (1940 m elevation) and headed north...
down into the headwaters of Cairns Creek. At the bottom of the valley (about 1620 m), they put on climbing skins and then ski toured up across the south face of Tumbledown Mountain, heading for a relatively low-angled wooded area at timberline known as Swiss Meadows (about 1900 m). Both the headwaters of Cairns Creek, and especially the south face of Tumbledown Mountain, are areas where the lack of trees and the terrain configuration indicates that frequent snow avalanche activity occurs (Figure 2).

On the route up to Swiss Meadows, according to one of the ski tourers, the group crossed at least one slide track with evidence of recent avalanche activity.

From Swiss Meadows, the touring group continued up through relatively gentle-slopeing and open terrain at the base of the steeper slopes that go up to the long west ride of Tumbledown Mountain. The ascending route was close enough to the base of the slope that it was subsequently overrun by the avalanches that occurred later that day.

At about 2240 meters, the lead group took a rest break near the base of a shallow gully (the La Traviata couloir) that goes up to the long west ridge of Tumbledown Mountain. The objective up to this point had been to tour up to Fronalp Peak, a small 2500 m high summit near the west end of the Tumbledown west ridge and the normal, low angle ascent route as depicted on the SME Guide Map. At this juncture, however, Ruedi Beglinger made the decision to go up the La Traviata couloir instead. After a short break at the same location, the second group followed on the heels of the first group.

The two groups of tourers first traversed across the base of the slope, and then continued up the couloir as far as they could until they were under a group of rock bluffs on the west side. They kick turned and traversed back across the couloir to the rocky ridge on the east side. At this point they continued to zigzag up the couloir, making several more kick turns before they reached the top (Figure 3). According to the Coroner’s Report, the skiers were told to stay two meters apart as they ascended the couloir.

At the top of the couloir, Ruedi Beglinger, who was well above and ahead of the next ski tourer, exited to the east crossing from deep,
wind-deposited snow in the couloir to more shallow, low angled snow to climber’s right. Seven other members of his group soon followed him onto the shallower snow.

2.3 The Avalanche

At about 10:45 am according to mountain guide and avalanche instructor Larry Stanier in his technical report to the Coroner, the seven ski tourers who were above the La Traviata couloir heard a sudden “whumpf” and noticed a shift of the snowpack. Then a slab avalanche estimated to be about 50 m wide, 400 m long, and 50 cm deep moved down the approximately 39° slope to the southeast of where this group was located. At the bottom of the slope, it spread out across flat terrain, crossing the uphill track made by the group earlier.

At about the same time, the Report states that a second smaller slide started lower down on the slope, in rocky terrain between the first avalanche and the La Traviata couloir where all of the remaining skiers were ascending. A crack also ran across the entire top of the La Traviata couloir to the southwest. Where it crossed through wind-deposited snow in the gully, it broke out a 65-meter wide snow slab that varied from 63 cm to 260 cm in depth with an average depth of 150 cm.

The exact sequence of the three avalanches is not known. The Coroner’s Report suggests that the southeasterly slide occurred first, but it is possible that all three slides occurred at about the same time. It is also not certain where the fatal avalanche was triggered. Although the Coroner’s Report stated that it was started by the first seven ski tourers above the La Traviata couloir, it is also possible that it was started in
the couloir itself by the weight of the rest of the ascending party.

According to the Coroner’s Report the dimensions of the avalanche debris the La Traviata couloir was about 185 meters long across the slope, and about 85 meters wide, with an apparent depth of about 300 cm. If these figures are correct, the volume of the debris totaled about 47,000 cubic meters. Using a density of 0.4 tonnes per cubic meter, the weight of the debris would have totaled approximately 19,000 tonnes.

2.3 The Rescue

Ruedi Beglinger was above the La Traviata couloir and some distance off to the east side when the avalanches occurred. It was not possible to determine his exact position, but most likely he was about 70 meters north northeast of the couloir avalanche crown line. One skier estimated that he was about 20 meters from the next person in the track, and that person was about 50 meters up beyond the crown line.

From the area where Beglinger stood, he could not have seen the avalanche crown or look down the couloir and see the avalanche path or even the debris where his clients were buried. There was a short delay as word reached him of what had happened. Once the realization of what had happened was apparent, however, he and the seven other survivors moved quickly down the icy, 37° bed surface to where the victims were buried.

Radio communications were attempted to get assistance with the rescue effort. At 11:05 am Selkirk Tangiers Heli-Skiing (STHS) personnel overheard the radio conversations and volunteered to send three guides to help. They were picked up by Selkirk Mountain Helicopters at 11:23 but were unable to land until 11:41 because of bad weather. They arrived too late to help find any but the last victim who was pulled out of the avalanche debris at 11:45.

Of the 13 skiers who were caught in the avalanche, six survived and seven died. There is some inconsistency about how many people were totally buried; most likely eight were fully buried, and five were partially buried. Only one of the eight skiers who were totally buried survived; he was found 280 centimeters down in 30 minutes. Those who died were buried from 130 to 280 cm deep.

3. THE TERRAIN

3.1 Slope Description

The La Traviata couloir where the fatal avalanche occurred is a steep, wind loaded, 310 meter long, shallow gully with a 37° starting zone. It is a classic side-loaded gully with a large fetch to windward.

3.2 High Risk Terrain Features

The specific features of this avalanche path that were indicators of high risk terrain are the following:

a) The slope steepness. 60% of all avalanches initiate on slopes of between 35° and 40°. The starting zone for the La Traviata couloir is 36° to 37°.

b) Lee slope cross loading. Most avalanches occur on slopes where winds cause snow to accumulate to form dense potentially dangerous snow slabs. The La Traviata couloir is cross-loaded for nearly its entire length and has a large area to windward (the fetch) from which significant amounts of snow can be transported with moderate wind speeds.

c) A convex roll at the top. At such places of convex curvature, a snow slab resting on a persistent weak layer would be in tension due to the difference in the rate of
snow creep above and below the roll. A skier traversing such a place is more likely to trigger a release as compared to a flat or concave slope. On the day of the fatal avalanche, the route taken by Reudi Beglinger and his clients traversed directly into the wind-loaded convex roll at the top of the La Traviata couloir.

d) Relatively smooth underlying terrain (no anchors). A smooth, scree-covered slope does not provide any significant anchoring of the snowpack. The La Traviata couloir was such a slope.

e) Connectivity to an area of shallow snow. In areas where there is continuous snow cover connecting areas of shallow and deep snow the weight of a person skiing into the shallower snow where faceted snow is more likely to develop can cause a collapse of the weaker faceted snow. This collapse can then propagate to the slope with a deeper snow slab, triggering an avalanche. This is more likely to happen if the snow slab rests on a persistent weak layer such as existed in the Durrand Glacier area at the time of the fatal avalanche. The La Traviata couloir was adjacent to and connected by snow cover to the shallower snow of the fetch and upper bench area. A collapse of the faceted layer in this area could easily propagate to the couloir.

f) A sudden transition to flat terrain in the runout. An avalanche path with a sudden transition from steep to flat terrain creates a relatively inefficient flow of avalanche debris in the runout zone. The vast majority of the energy of the avalanche is dissipated at the transition, causing deep accumulations of debris at that point. The likelihood of a deep burial is increased on such slopes when skiers are caught in an avalanche from above. The terrain of the La Traviata couloir had just such a sudden transition at its base where the slope decreased from 27° to nearly 0° over only a few meters. With skiers ascending at various elevations up the couloir, even a small avalanche triggered from above was likely to cause deep burials.

4. THE SNOWPACK

In the Coroner’s Report a succinct description of the history of the snowpack in the Selkirk Mountains was provided based on data obtained from the Mt. Fidelity remote weather station located at about 1905 meters and some 20 km east of the Durrand Glacier and the Selkirk Mountain Experience (SME) operation area. No formal pre-avalanche snowpack data was available or is known to exist from SME as of this writing. However, snowpack data from the investigation of the crown face of the La Traviata couloir was available.

4.1 History of the Winter Snowpack in the Selkirk Mountains

Winter started in the North Columbia mountains on about November 1, 2002, and by November 19, there were 118 cm of snow on the ground at the Mt. Fidelity study plot. On November 20, 21, and 22, temperatures remained above freezing and significant amounts of rain, and rain mixed with snow at higher elevations fell. On November 23, temperatures dropped, and a melt-freeze crust formed on the surface of the snow. This crust was extremely widespread geographically and was particularly pronounced in the Northern Selkirk Mountains.

Temperatures remained cold from November 23 until December 6, when light snow fell and was deposited on the crust. Cold, clear conditions prevailed until December 10, which allowed the light snow to change and develop faceted crystals.

When new snow started to fall on December 10, winds were light, which allowed the faceted crystals to remain intact and to be buried by new snow that fell between December 10 and 27 (including 40 cm that fell between December 25 and 27). The preserved faceted layer is believed to have formed the failure plane on which many subsequent avalanches, including the ones in the Durrand Glacier area, ran.

4.2 Snowpack Data at the SME Durrand Chalet

SME started operations for the season on December 28, 2002. On that date, they reported a total snow depth of 161 cm, including 20 cm of new snow. An additional 11 cm of snow was recorded between December 28, and January 4, 2003, 12 cm between January 12 and 14, and one centimeter of new snow on January 20 (the date of the fatal avalanche).
On January 20, 2003, the total snow depth at the Durrand Chalet was reported to be 148 cm, indicating that a considerable amount of settlement had taken place since weather and snowpack observation were started on December 28, 2002.

There is no indication in Larry Stanier’s report to the Coroner that standard snow profiles were prepared by SME at the Durrand Chalet study plot, or that any stability tests were done. To date no standard snow profiles from Selkirk Mountain Experience have been forthcoming.

There is no indication in the Coroner’s Report that SME reviewed any of the publicly available avalanche reports for the North Columbia Mountains. Nor was it reported whether SME discussed snow stability with other nearby operations such as Selkirk Tangiers Heli-Skiing. Therefore, it is not known what, if anything, was done by SME to evaluate snow stability before the group left the Durrand Chalet on the morning of January 20, 2003.

4.3 Public Avalanche Bulletin and Other Warnings of Avalanche Hazard

On January 20, 2003 (the day of the fatal avalanche) the Canadian Avalanche Association’s Public Avalanche Bulletin for the North Columbia Mountains (which includes the SME operating area) warned of a deep-seated instability in the snowpack. The Bulletin warned that natural avalanches were possible and that skier-triggered avalanches were probable. The overall avalanche hazard rating was “Considerable”, midway in the five-class hazard scale. The warning associated with this rating stated, “Be very cautious in steeper terrain, on lee slopes, or where temperatures are likely to increase”.

The Bulletin for January 17 to January 20 provided additional snowpack and avalanche information as follows:

SNOWPACK: The 15-30 cm of new snow that fell early in the week continues to settle and bond to the previous surfaces. This new snow has formed wind slab in exposed areas. Moderate to hard shears are still occurring on two surface hoar layers down 70 to 100 cm. Watch for cornices failing with forecasted warm temperatures, particularly as they can be a trigger for a deep instability, which we certainly have this year.

AVALANCHES: Several size 1 to 1.5 natural and human triggered avalanches, at tree line and in the alpine, were reported as recently as Wednesday. These occurrences are now becoming isolated as recent storm snow continues to bond. A few remotely triggered size 2.5 avalanches failed in the Eastern Selkirk, some triggered from over 100 meters away. Widespread whumphing continues to be observed in all areas.

The Bulletin also posted the following advisory:

TRAVEL ADVISORY: It is important to remember that this El Nino year is producing a complex and unusual snowpack for the mountains of BC. We have two deeply buried problem layers that are slow to heal and need our continued attention. Be alert for remote triggering and continue to be vigilant about avoiding those tempting big steep alpine faces. Any avalanche triggered on the older weaknesses may propagate extensively into a large and dangerous avalanche event. Be aware of how stresses penetrate deeper into the snowpack as you group up.

At Rogers Pass in Glacier National Park, about 30 km from the SME operating area, the Avalanche Control Section of Parks Canada was also warning of “Considerable” avalanche hazard. Snow profiles from the Avalanche Control Section were also publicly available from both Mt. Fidelity and Mt. MacDonald.

In addition to the Public Avalanche Bulletin and the publicly available information from Rogers Pass, the Canadian Avalanche Association’s private Information Exchange system (Infoex) provided substantial additional information. SME was not a subscriber to this service, however, and did not have access to this information on the day of the fatal avalanche.

The presence of the persistent weak layer of faceted crystals described in both Bulletins and Infoex was noted in the snow profiles dug in the vicinity of the La Traviata couloir area by investigators working after the fatal avalanche.

5. WEATHER

The La Traviata couloir faces approximately southwest, and the snow pillows and wind rolls present indicate that it would be wind loaded most heavily by southeasterly winds that blow across the south face of Tumbledown Mountain.
The snow profiles recorded immediately after the fatal avalanche show that a considerable amount of wind deposition in the La Traviata couloir had occurred. Snow depths of up to 260 cm were found in the couloir (2475 m elevation), while only 148 cm were recorded at the sheltered snow study plot at the Durrand Chalet (1940 m elevation).

The Canadian Avalanche Association’s Public Bulletin for the North Columbia Mountains (which includes the SME operating area) stated weather conditions between January 17 and 20, 2003 as follows:

**WEATHER:** The strong ridge of high pressure over the south coast and interior BC will persist through Friday and Saturday, bringing mainly clear skies in the alpine and extensive valley fog. The ridge will begin to give way on Sunday. Expect cooler temperatures in the valley and temperatures above freezing in the alpine. Winds will be light to moderate from NW throughout the weekend.

According to the Coroner’s Report, significant winds (those having velocities of more than 25 km/h) were reported on eight separate occasions between January 1 and 19 on the Infoex system by ski operations in the Northern Selkirks. Moderate winds are those with speeds of between 26 and 40 km/h, and strong winds are those with speeds of greater than 40 km/h. The significant wind events that occurred were on January 2 (strong southwest winds); January 3 (strong south and southwest winds); January 4 (moderate southwest winds); January 7 (strong southwest winds); January 8 (moderate northwest winds); January 12 (moderate west wind); and January 19 (moderate to strong southwest winds).

6. THE HUMAN FACTOR

Numerous avalanche books describe basic weather, snowpack, and terrain features that are likely to increase the risk of avalanches. These books also describe basic safe travel techniques that minimize the risk of being caught or killed in an avalanche. These precepts are universal. The following are some of the most common:

a) Before heading out into the backcountry, check and heed the advice of public avalanche bulletins and other sources.

b) Be aware of the underlying ground surface of potential avalanche slopes and whether terrain features provide any substantial anchoring of the snowpack.

c) Track the history of the winter snowpack so that potentially unstable layers or conditions that might cause unusual avalanche activity can be recognized and managed.

d) Be extra cautious after storms. Most avalanches occur during or immediately after storm activity, especially if more than 25 cm of snow has fallen in a short period of time, strong winds have been present, there is a rapid rise in temperatures, or other unusual weather or snowpack conditions have occurred.

e) Be extra cautious of lingering weak layers caused by early season cold spells. Faceted crystals inhibit the natural strengthening of the snowpack.

f) Be wary of wind-loaded lee slopes where winds have caused larger amounts of dense snow to form slabs. Note the size of the windward slope or fetch as compared to the area of wind deposit. A small gully or couloir can be loaded quickly by snow transported from a relatively large fetch even with moderate wind speeds.

g) Be wary in areas where stresses in the snowpack may be greater, such as steep slopes greater than 30°, convex rolls, and wind loaded slopes.

h) Always consider what would happen to a person if a slope does slide. Deep burials can occur in areas of sudden transition such as benches, creek beds, and flat valley bottoms.

i) Before considering whether or not to cross a slope, consider the remoteness of the location and whether help is near. Consider safer alternatives if the area is remote.

j) If an avalanche slope that may slide must be crossed, a complete stability assessment is critical. All members of the group should check rescue equipment, do up clothing, and assure that a minimum number of people at a time are exposed to the avalanche hazard. Take advantage of islands of safety, move as quickly as safely possible, and be prepared to carry out a rescue should it be necessary.

k) Stay away from the base of large avalanche slopes when traveling in the valley bottom. Try to stay out of the
potential run out zone where possible. Where it is not, move quickly, exposing as few people to the hazard as possible.

From the information available, it appears that both the SME guides and the clients ignored nearly all of these precepts.

6. DISCUSSION

It is clear from the data that the La Traviata couloir presented high-risk terrain to the SME touring group. Considering the public bulletins that warned of one or more lingering weak layers in the snowpack at isolated locations throughout the Selkirk Mountains, the wisdom of deciding to ascend the La Traviata couloir must be examined critically so as to avoid, if possible, tragedies of this magnitude in the future.

Clearly the SME guides did not heed the warning signs or at the very least, did not feel that they were applicable to their group or the La Traviata couloir on January 20, 2003. Neither did they feel the need to follow long established precepts in safe winter travel. Placing the weight of as many as 21 closely spaced people on such a slope seems a flagrant violation of the most basic of safe winter travel precepts.

Yet one must consider the context within which this tragedy unfolded. Commercial back country operations, whether they be heli-skiing companies or ski touring operations like the Selkirk Mountain Experience must be profitable to survive. There is competition from other companies to consider. Sudden illness, injury, and equipment failure are additional worries. Differences in skill and fitness levels among clients complicate matters further.

A high client-to-guide ratio allows the largest number of people to participate in these activities at the lowest possible monetary cost. But with increased group size comes slower movement and a higher risk that if there is a mishap, more people will be affected. Finding a balance between profit and safety is the challenge all backcountry operators face, and it is arguably not an easy one.

Another central question that arises from the La Traviata tragedy is what responsibility a client has for his or her own safety while being in a guided group. In unfamiliar terrain, and especially with glacier travel or inclement weather conditions, the client is quite dependent on the guide to select the safest routes. Even were a client to be familiar enough with the terrain to be able to make independent assessments and decisions for personal safety, guides do not normally tolerate any independent action by the clients. From the first author's personal experience, this is especially true of the Selkirk Mountain Experience where the guide's word is law, and if a client falters, he often is quite literally left behind.

At least two of the SME clients involved in the fatal avalanche in the La Traviata couloir on January 20, 2003 were former students of avalanche safety courses personally conducted by the first author. They both had been taught and knew the basic precepts of recognizing avalanche terrain and of safe winter travel. Both practiced these precepts successfully in their personal back county endeavors. Yet they both consciously decided to surrender their own decision-making abilities to the SME guides on January 20, 2003. One paid for that decision with her life.

7. CONCLUSION

As much as one might believe in taking personal responsibility for one's own actions in all circumstances, this is not always possible. A classic example of this fact is found in public transportation. Once one makes the decision to board an airplane (or helicopter) for example, virtually all safety concerns are handed over to the pilots, flight attendants, and the mechanics who serviced it. This is true of trains, buses, boats, and even taxis where passengers consciously or otherwise give the engineers, drivers, and captains significant responsibility for their safety.

While it may seem different in a guided ski touring or heli-skiing setting where one is moving under one's own power, it is not. Especially where there may be hidden crevasses or obscured visibility or "white-out" conditions, the client must place his or her complete trust in the guide to choose safe routes through the terrain and be up to speed on current snowpack conditions and avalanche potential.

The technology does not yet exist, however, to monitor and measure the snowpack everywhere and at all times. The mountain snowpack is infinitely variable over time and space and is, by definition, unknowable. What is knowable is the terrain. Nearly always, simple measurements of slope angle, and observations
of wind-loading and slope configuration can be used to identify and avoid high-risk avalanche terrain. When there is any doubt about the strength of the snowpack, terrain must dictate proper route selection.

The CAA and Rogers Pass warnings provided ample doubt about snowpack strength in the SME operating area on January 20, 2003. It is clear that the SME guides had not been recording snowpack data for the area of the La Traviata couloir and did not know of (or chose to ignore) the weak layer(s) in the snowpack on that day. But the high-risk nature of the terrain was obvious from even cursory observations. By any standard, choosing to ascend the La Traviata couloir with 21 closely spaced people on that day was a human failure.

This avalanche tragedy demonstrates that like anyone, on any given day, at any given time, and for any reason (no matter how grand or trivial) even the best guide may not be paying as much attention to client safety as is necessary. In most cases surrendering one’s own decision-making abilities to those of the guide is demanded and is arguably the single greatest risk-decision one makes when choosing to partake in commercial, guided outdoor activities.

Lessons from the SME avalanche tragedy of January 20, 2003 need to be studied, understood, learned, and passed on to the professional guiding community and to students through avalanche safety courses. Those who participate as clients in guided back-country activities must understand the risks they are choosing to take not only involve avalanche terrain, weather, and snowpack, but most importantly include placing absolute and complete faith and trust for their safety in those who may or may not be competent or knowledgeable enough on any given day to be worthy of that trust.
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Looking northeast at the avalanche slope.

Looking east across the avalanche slope.
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Distances and slope angles were measured using a LaserTech™ Impulse Laser capable of measuring to ±0.01° and ±0.01 cm. Basic distances and angles were checked with a hipchain and Silva™ compass with dip needle. Vertical and horizontal position was also checked with a Garmin III+ GPS (see below). Orientation was established with a Silva compass reading to ±1°, and using a 1° east declination.

Position: a Garmin™ III+ hand-held Global Positioning System accurate to approximately ±10 m at a Displacement of Position (DOP) of less than 2.0 was used. Both the estimated positioning error (EPE) and the DOP are reported.